Steering Group Notes
2nd October 3pm

Terms of reference
Ⓐ Circulate final version SF
ⓒ Jon to join the steering group

Partnership Structure
Ⓐ Circulate all the partners on a page for comment - Jo
Ⓑ Amend the partnership diagram with existing projects and recirculate – Jo

Vision
Ⓐ Circulate two or three early drafts of vision from the first T&F meeting SF

Brexit
Ⓐ Share examples and info
Ⓑ Look to Yorkshire Dales NP for any learning/sharing

Partnership day/workshop
Ⓐ Jo to work with Pete to refine the workshop plan as discussed
ⓒ Karl to ask Dan to present opportunity mapping

Ⓐ Other areas to be added in as agreed (access, cultural heritage, farming) – SF to identify individuals to present
© Pete Spriggs to refine plans and recirculate

LPS Bid and Funding
© Project ideas to be collected in advance of workshop

Brexit task and finish group membership
© FD, SF, Jon Stewart, Kieron Huston (DWT)

Next Meeting
△ Jo to host and chair
△ SF to finalise date